A new equilibrium thermodynamics analysis tool was built based on the CEA method using the OpenMDAO framework. The new tool provides forward and adjoint analytic derivatives for use with gradient based optimization algorithms. The new tool was validated against the original CEA code to ensure an accurate analysis and the analytic derivatives were validated against finite-difference approximations. Performance comparisons between analytic and finite difference methods showed a significant speed advantage for the analytic methods. To further test the new analysis tool, a sample optimization was performed to find the optimal air-fuel equivalence ratio, φ, maximizing combustion temperature for a range of different pressures. Collectively, the results demonstrate the viability of the new tool to serve as the thermodynamic backbone for future work on a full propulsion modeling tool. moles of an element summed across all species in a gas b
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I. Introduction
A new generation of aircraft concepts have been proposed, exploiting propulsion airframe integration for higher efficiency. These concepts, such as over wing nacelles 1, 2 and boundary layer ingestion, 3 couple the thermodynamic performance of the propulsion system with the aerodynamic performance of the airframe. This, in turn, necessitates a coupling of the aerodynamic and propulsion analysis tools for the aircraft design and motivates the application of Multidisciplinary Design Analysis and Optimization (MDAO) to navigate the potentially large design space.
In order to apply MDAO, it is necessary to have a set of analysis tools well suited to optimization. This generally means that tools needs to be numerically stable, be capable of giving physically meaningful results even when given somewhat poor designs, and be reasonably computationally efficient. In cases where gradient based optimization will be employed, it is also important that analysis tools have smooth and differentiable formulations and it is highly beneficial if they provides analytic derivatives as well.
The aerodynamics community has developed a set of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) tools, such as Fun3d, 4 SU2, 5 and SumAD, 6 with adjoint analytic derivatives tailored for gradient based optimization. But the state-of-the-art propulsion analysis tool, the Numerical Propulsion System Simulation (NPSS), 7 is not as well developed for optimization applications. NPSS is a flexible tool for modeling the thermodynamic cycles of propulsions systems and predicting their overall performance throughout a range of flight conditions. While it has been used in a number of integrated propulsion airframe studies, the methods used have been limited to lower fidelity aerodynamic models, loose coupling, and mostly gradient free optimizers. Felder et. al. applied NPSS to boundary layer ingestion and distributed propulsion concepts, though this did not directly couple the propulsion and airframe models. 3 Allison et. al. have done extensive work integrating NPSS into the conceptual design for military aircraft, but have focused more on design space exploration than optimization.
8, 9 Geiselhart et. al. used NPSS as part of a low-boom supersonic transport design optimization, but noted numerical stability as a primary motivation for using gradient free optimization methods.
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One of the major challenges with integrating NPSS into the gradient based optimization methods used for aerodynamic shape optimization is that it relies on finite-difference approximations to compute derivatives. The finite-difference method has two primary draw-backs: its computational cost grows linearly with the size of the design space and it can have numerical accuracy issues. Hendricks et. al. highlighted acute inaccuracy of finite difference gradients when optimizing a four stage power turbine, using meanline turbomachinery models built in NPSS. 11 To address the challenges of applying NPSS in MDAO applications, a new cycle analysis tool, named PyCycle, is being developed with the goal of maintaining the thermodynamic cycle analysis capabilities of NPSS but also providing analytic derivatives for MDAO applications.
PyCycle is being built with the OpenMDAO framework, 12 leveraging its built in solvers, data passing, and automatic multidisciplinary derivatives capability. Like NPSS, Pycycle will be composed of a set of propulsion elements (inlet, compressor, combustor, turbine, etc.) which can be linked together in a variety of ways to model a full propulsion system. Further examination of the underlying physics of an element reveals a finer structure. For example, calculations in the compressor element can be broken down into five steps:
1. determine the exit pressure based on the input pressure ratio 2. solve for ideal exit thermodynamic conditions using the exit pressure and assuming constant entropy 3. compute real exit enthalpy given efficiency 4. solve for real exit thermodynamic conditions given exit enthalpy and pressure 5. compute the shaft power required given the change in enthalpy across compressor Steps 2 and 4 are thermodynamic solves and steps 1, 3 and 5 are engineering relationships. The thermodynamics solves compute properties of the working fluid (enthalpy, entropy, temperature, pressure, etc.) given any two thermodynamics states. All propulsion elements can be broken down into some set of thermodynamic solves separated by engineering calculations, although the specific combinations vary from element to element. This makes the thermodynamic solves a fundamental underlying requirement for any propulsion analysis code. This, before work can begin on the propulsion elements for PyCycle the underlying thermodynamic solves must be implemented and validated. This paper presents the development of PyCycle's thermodynamics module along with validation results for the analysis and analytic derivatives.
There are a number of different well respected methods for computing accurate thermodynamics properties for air and air-fuel mixtures, many with pre-existing implementations available. NPSS provides a set of different thermodynamics libraries (CEA, JANAF, ALLFUEL, GasTbl), which the user can select from at runtime. ALLFUEL and GasTbl are very computationally efficient, but are based on tabular thermodynamics data and offer lower accuracy. The CEA and JANAF libraries both solve for chemical equilibrium, but the JANAF library only considers a fixed set of species. The CEA 13 library is by far the most general, allowing an arbitrary number of user defined chemical species. CEA's generality made it the clear choice amongst the libraries available in NPSS. The major downside to using CEA was that its based on an Fortran implementation that can't easily be augmented with analytic derivatives. One other option was considered, based on Cantera, 14 an object oriented chemical kinetics library that also provides equilibrium calculations. Chin et. al. used Cantera in a PyCycle prototype to predict performance for a two stage compression system, but found it to be very slow. 15 Cantera computed equilibrium by running a dynamic simulation until the time derivatives damp out, which can take a larger number of internal iterations. That time-stepping method would also make it significantly more expensive to compute analytic derivatives with. Since neither CEA or Cantera were usable directly, a new thermodynamics implementation was built based on CEA scheme for minimization of Gibbs free energy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: a summary of the Gibbs free energy equilibrium equations are presented in Section A. A short discussion of the specifics of the numerical solver used to converge the chemical equilibrium solve is presented in SectionC. The analysis validation methodology and results are given in Section III. In Section IV numerical validation of the derivatives is presented along with some performance characterization of analytic vs finite difference derivatives. Finally, results from optimizations to find the maximum combustion temperature are presented in Section V that demonstrate the speed improvements achieved via the use of analytic derivatives. Future work will build on this study to develop the PyCycle propulsion system elements themselves and model a full thermodynamic cycle.
II. Chemical Equilibrium Equations

A. Thermodynamic Properties Prediction
CEA uses a two-step process to find the thermodynamic state of a gas. First it solves a system of nonlinear equations to minimize Gibbs free energy which gives the equilibrium composition for the gas at the prescribed state. Second an additional set of equations are solved, using the equilibrium composition, to compute the thermodynamic state of the gas. These equations are documented in detail by Gordon and McBride in their seminal paper on CEA but the methods are fundamental to this work 13 and the key chemical equilibrium equations are reproduced here for completeness. We refer the reader to the original CEA publications for details on the second step, computing the thermodynamic properties from the converged solution.
B. Gibbs Free Energy Minimization
The full thermodynamic state of a real gas can be defined by any two independent physical state variables (i.e. T , P , ρ, S, h). The CEA method provides calculations for three specific combinations: (1) temperature and pressure-TP, (2) enthalpy and pressure-hP, (3) entropy and pressure-SP. The TP solve is the most fundamental. The hP and SP use the same equations as the TP solve augmented with T as a new state variable and an additional residual to drive the solution to the prescribed value of h or S.
Temperature-Pressure Solve
The TP solve is derived as follows: Gibbs free energy, g, is defined as
where N s is the number of chemical species, and n j and µ j are the concentrations (kg-mol/kg-mixture) and the chemical potential of the j th species respectively. The chemical potential is a function of temperature (T ), pressure (P ), and composition (n) given by
Both H • and S
• j are functions of T and a number of constants, c 0 ...c 8 , which are given for each species as input to the code. R is the universal gas constant.
Equilibrium composition is defined by the values of the concentration variables, n, that minimize Gibbs free energy subject to conservation of mass constraints. Mass is tracked on an elemental basis, given by
where N s is the number of species in the mixture; b
• i is the amount of each element from the initial composition; a ij is the stoichiometric constant for element i of species j. Equation (5), defining the mass balance residuals, yields one constraint per element present in the mixture, giving N e -number of individual elements -constraints. To solve the mass constrained minimization of Gibbs free energy, we form a Lagrangian
where λ i is the Lagrange multiplier for the i th element. We take derivatives with respect to the n and λ variables to build a system of non-linear equations whose solution will minimize the Lagrangian, as follows:
Since δG is linear in δn j and δλ i , we can split Equation (7) into two sets of equations. We can get N s equations,
as residuals representing Gibbs free energy. For convenience, because of the factors of 1/RT in Equation (2) and Equation (4), we define an alternative Lagrange multiplier as follows:
This gives an alternate form of Equation (8),
Equations (5) and (10) yield a system with N s + N e unknowns and N s + N e residual equations, which can then be converged with a numerical solver.
Enthalpy-Pressure Solve
The hP solve retains the state variables (n and π) from the TP solve and the associated residuals from Equation (5) and (10) . In addition, it adds a new state variable T and a new residual to drive the computed enthalpy to match the the specified value of enthalpy, h 0 :
Entropy-Pressure Solve
Like the hP solve, the SP uses the same setup as TP with one additional state variable and residual. In this case, the new state variable is the prescribed entropy, S 0 . The new residual drives the computed entropy to match the perscribed one:
Note that the pressure term is non-dimensionalized by pressure at standard atmosphere (P a =1.01325 Bar). The reference condition is necessary because Entropy is only really defined as a delta from a reference condition.
C. CEA Modified Newton's Method for Chemical Equilibrium
Newton Convergence Scheme
Gordon and Mcbride applied Newton's method to converge the chemical equilibrium system. 13 Netwon's method, applied to the Gibbs free energy minimization, consists of successive solves of the linear system,
where U = (n, π) for a TP solve and U = (n, π, T ) for hP and SP solves. ∆U is iteratively computed and applied until the residuals given by Equations (5), (10), (11), and (12) converge to withing a given tolerance. Note that Equation (10) involves computing µ j , which via Equation (2), requires taking the natural log of n. In addition Equation (4) involves taking the natural log of T . Hence it is important that the iterations do not push the values of n or T negative during convergence. A standard Newton's method implementation does not provide a means of ensuring positive values for any of the state variables, and in fact for this problem it commonly produces negative values for n during convergence. To solve this issue, Gordon and Mcbride break up ∆U into two parts, for (n, T ) and π variables. They then treat the (n, T ) component of the updates as ∆ln(n)/n and ∆ln(T )/T . This modifies the Newton update equation for the n and T variables as follows:
By using the exponential form, negative values from the newton solve are converted into multiplicative updates that are always positive, so assuming a positive initial guess the iterations can never push the values negative. This method has a secondary benefit of dramatically improving convergence of the overall model. The π update variables are treated normally, with a standard Newton update equation
2. Computing dR/dU dR/dU is computed analytically, with non-zero elements for the TP solve given by
When doing an hP or SP solve, additional non-zero derivatives of Equation (8) with respect to T are given by
For an hP solve, the residual in Equation (11) contributes the following non zero terms:
Similarly for an SP solve, the residual in Equation (12) contributes the following non zero terms:
All of these non-zero terms can be assembled into a matrix, which is then inverted with a direct method since the size of the matrix is at most (N s + N e + 1) × (N s + N e + 1), with the largest term (N s ) being on the order of 100 species even for very complex mixtures.
III. Analysis Validation
A. Analysis Validation Approach
The thermodynamics module will serve as the foundation for PyCycle, so it is of paramount importance that it accurately model thermodynamic properties of air and air-fuel mixtures across a wide range of temperatures and pressures. The new code was validated against CEA predictions to ensure accuracy. A regular grid of temperatures and pressures, given in Table 1 , were run in both CEA and PyCycle and the results compared at each test point. A total of 3600 different conditions were examined with temperatures ranging from 200 to 4800 degrees Rankine and pressures from 1 to 1500 psi. This grid of test points was run for four comparison cases, with equivalence ratios (φ) of 0, 0.016, 0.33, and 0.5 to provide a wide range of combustion conditions. Equivalence ratio (the ratio of actual fuel-to-air-ratio to the stoichiometric value) is a convenient way to express the amount of potential combustion in a manner that is independent of the specific fuel being used.
To compute the validation data, PyCycle was setup with with air at the temperature and pressure conditions prescribed in Table 1 and then combusted at the the given φ with Jet-A, defined as a hydrocarbon fuel, C 1 2H 2 3, with a stoichiometric fuel-air ratio of 0.06446 corresponding to φ = 1.
For Pycycle the combustion was modeled as an adiabatic process by computing the overall enthalpy of the gas-fuel combination and holding it constant while solving for a chemical equilibrium composition. Since the total enthalpy calculation was needed for the PyCycle combustion model anyway, the corresponding CEA runs were setup with h and P using the enthalpy output from the corresponding PyCycle case. For both PyCycle and CEA a reduced set of 14 chemical species were considered, in order to reduce the number of trace species present in the converged equilibrium solves and to improve computational speed. The associated CEA input file can be found in Appendix A Two different types of validation were performed. First, the predicted chemical equilibrium compositions were compared to ensure that the proper amount of each chemical species was present at each test point. Next, the actual thermodynamic properties (P, T, ρ, h, S, C p , C v , γ) were compared. For the composition validation the average discrepancy between PyCycle and CEA was 5.2x10 −6 moles and the maximum error was .00011 moles. The average discrepancy in thermodynamic properties prediction was 0.03% and the maximum error was .52%. These results demonstrate a strong agreement between PyCycle and CEA over a very wide temperature and pressure range.
One unavoidable source of discrepancy between PyCycle and CEA comes from implementation details related to what is done when composition variables, n j , trend toward 0. Taking logarithms and antilogarithms of such small numbers is numerically challenging. CEA establishes a lower limit (user selectable with 1e-5 as the default) below which a chemical species is removed from the equilibrium solve all together and assumed to be 0.
While this approach has some nice aspects -shrinking the size of the non-linear system and saving the cost of a logarithm evaluations on tiny quantities -it introduces some significant discontinuities into the solution. Discontinuities are problematic for optimization applications because they are a non-differentiable behavior. The result of this effect can be seen clearly in Figure 1 where the number of active species in the converged solution is shown for various different values of φ over a range of specified temperatures. The number of active species varies the most for φ = 0 (from 4 to 11) because at lower temperatures the composition of air stays relatively close to atmospheric, but N O x starts to form and dissociation starts to occur at the higher temperatures. Note that the data in Figure 1 is pressure-averaged over the entires range of pressured from Table 1 . There was a very slight negative correlation between pressure and the number of active species in the data, but compared to the temperature effect it was negligible. If a larger set of species were considered, the pressure effect could be more pronounced.
The discontinuities from the CEA approach were undesirable for PyCycle, so a a different approach was employed. Instead of removing species from the solution, a numerical limiting was introduced that made it increasingly difficult for the solver to drive composition variable values below the given lower limit -1e-10 by default. This approach gives a smooth and differentiable response, better suited for the purposes of optimization, but it does introduce a small source of discrepancy between CEA and PyCycle. Since the discrepancy deals with chemical species present only in minuscule amounts, this source of error was deemed more than acceptable.
B. Chemical Equilibrium Validation
The first validation check performed was to confirm that PyCycle returned the same overall chemical composition as CEA over the prescribed test case range from Table 1 . The comparison was done on a per species basis and measured with absolute differences. Air, even when combusted with φ=0.5, is composed of over 70% diatomic nitrogen, which is fairly non-reactive. This means that any other chemical species (e.g. CO 2 or H 2 O), while important to the thermodynamic properties, are only make up between 2% and 5% each. These small values necessitate the use of absolute error to measure the discrepancy between CEA and PyCycle and this requires knowledge of the actual value for n j in order to be meaningful. Figure 2 shows the mean n j value across the entire validation data set as a vertical blue line, as well as the ||n j CEA − n j PyCycle || 2 as an orange curve. Table 1 , for a different values of φ. The lower threshold on nj, before a species was removed, was set to 1e-10.
In Figure 2 , most of the discrepancies between CEA and PyCycle are at least one order of magnitude smaller than the mean concentrations, indicating very strong agreement between the two codes. For N H 3 and N O 3 the discrepancies are on the same order of magnitude as the mean value, but given the extremely small levels this did not cause significant changes in the thermodynamic properties. Some discrepancy is expected due to the different methods for handling small concentrations, as discussed above.
In addition to considering the discrepancy of each species individually, Figure 3 examines how the norm of the absolute error, ||n CEA − n PyCycle || 2 , varies with T and P for the φ=0.5 case. There is a clear correlation between increasing temperature -and to a much weaker extent pressure -and increasing discrepancy between the codes. Although the discrepancy grows from 3e-5 to 2e-4 moving from the lower left to the upper right corners, it is still very small. This trend also corresponds well with Figure 1 , where CEA starts introducing small concentrations of new species as the temperature rises. Since CEA and PyCycle use different methods to handle these small amounts of species, some additional discrepancy in areas where this method is most active are expected. The results from Figure 2 and Figure 3 demonstrate that both codes are in strong agreement in terms of overall composition across the entire validation test set. The overall conclusion is that CEA and PyCycle both compute the same composition, within solver tolerance.
The predicted composition vectors will not directly influence Pycycle propulsion elements. The elements will work with the predicted thermodynamic properties of the gas mixture. However its important that CEA and PyCycle agree on predicted composition because the thermodynamic properties are computed as a function of n. So the validation of predicted composition serves as a preliminary validation for the thermodynamics themselves. The validation of the thermodynamic properties is presented in the next section, but this data reinforces those results by ensuring that the calculations are fundamentally based on the same chemical compositions.
C. Thermodynamic Properties Validation
Comparison of the predicted thermodynamic state variables between CEA and PyCycle was done using relative measurements, since all values have magnitudes larger than 1. Figure 4 shows mean discrepancy, measured across the full test set, for entropy (S), temperature, (T ), enthalpy (h), density (ρ), pressure, (P ), specific heat ratio (γ), and specific heat at constant pressure (C p ). The mean error for all cases, across all properties, was .03%, and the maximum error was .52%. Note that since both h and P are set directly in the CEA run cases, from the output of the corresponding PyCycle cases, these properties have the lowest errors in Figure 4 . The other errors are larger, but still less than .1%. This demonstrates an extremely strong agreement between CEA and PyCycle with regard to calculations of the thermodynamic properties. This ensures that PyCycle has a firm thermodynamic foundation upon which cycle modeling elements can be built.
IV. Validating the Multidisciplinary Derivatives
We define multidisciplinary derivatives as the total derivative taken of the objective of constraints, with respect to the design variables of the model. In other contexts these could also be called total derivatives or coupled derivatives. Admittedly, in this work, there is only a single engineering discipline, thermodynamics. Since the model is built up of components, you can think of the model as being built up from sub-disciplines (e.g. chemical equilibrium and gas properties calculations). In that sense, any derivative taken across an OpenMDAO model as a multidisciplinary derivative. We use "multidisciplinary" to highlight the application, in OpenMDAO, to computing derivatives across a coupled multidisciplinary model. In contrast partial derivatives are taken across a single component (i.e. derivatives of component outputs with respect to its own input variables). OpenMDAO expects these values to be provided to it by components in the models, or it can approximate their values with finite-differences. Either way, these values are needed in order to compute the multidisciplinary derivatives. Given the partials the multidisciplinary derivatives are then computed by OpenMDAO by solving a linear system which accounts for all the data connections and coupling between components. Finite-difference error for derivatives of h, S, ρ, Cp, γ with respect to T and P , taken at standard day conditions. The data is presented in a Jacobian style format, with a single row for each response and column for each independent variable. Errors below 10 −10 were achieved at various step sizes. Notably, minimum error was found at different step sizes for different combinations of variables.
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Since the motivation of this work was ultimately to build a tool well suited to gradient based optimization, derivative accuracy is just as important as analysis accuracy. This section presents the results of derivatives comparisons between the multidisciplinary derivatives and finite-difference approximations. Figure 5 shows log-log plots of finite-difference derivative error vs step-size for derivatives of h, S, ρ, C p , γ with respect to T and P , taken at standard day conditions. Each row represents derivatives of one response variable, and each column represents derivatives with respect to one independent variable. Strong agreement, with errors below 10 −10 , were achieved all of the derivatives at different step sizes using the central difference scheme. In Figure 5 , the central difference scheme converges faster than the forward or backward schemes, and overall offers better accuracy over of a range of step sizes. This is expected, since central differencing is 2 nd order accurate compared to 1 st order accurate for the other two schemes. This accuracy is not free, as central differencing requires two function evaluations for each derivative. This compute cost shows up clearly in Figure 6 , which presents the compute times for various methods to assemble the full Jacobian of design variables and responses represented in Figure 5 . The central difference scheme has twice the compute cost of the right and left difference schemes. Analytic derivatives are faster then the FD schemes, with the forward analytic method being the fastest. Each finite difference step requires the convergence of the full nonlinear model, however OpenMDAO computes the analytic derivatives using only linear solves via Martins and Hwang's unified derivatives equations. 16 The additional cost of the adjoint vs the forward analytic derivatives method has to do with the number of linear solves for required for each one. There were 2 independent variables, and 5 responses. So for forward mode, 2 linear solves were needed. For adjoint mode 5 were needed. With larger design spaces the adjoint method would be faster because the design variables far out number the number objective and constraints. Figure 6 : Wall times required to compute a full Jacobian for derivatives of h, S, ρ, Cp, γ with respect to T and P . All analytic methods were faster than the finite-difference methods with forward analytic being the fastest because there were 2 design variables and 5 responses. All of the compute times were generated on an Apple Macbook laptop with a 2.6 Ghz dual-core Intel Core i5 processor and 16 Gb of memory.
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V. Optimizations
A. Equivalence Ratio Optimization
We ran a series of unconstrained optimizations at a fixed gas temperature of 512 • R, varying φ to maximize combustion temperature across different pressures from 15 psi to 1500 psi. Figure 7 shows the results of the optimizations. Somewhat counter-intuitively, the maximum temperature occurs for φ between 1.13 and 1.08. Under the assumption of perfect combustion, the maximum temperature would occur at stoichiometric, φ = 1, with every molecule of diatomic oxygen being converted to water. However equilibrium calculations take into account disassociation effects, which simultaneously lowers the maximum achievable temperature and causes that temperature to occur at a richer φ. 17 The effect of dissociation becomes less severe at higher pressures because they tend to favor the creation of slightly larger molecules and the reaction more closely approximates ideal combustion. In Figure 7 this manifests in both the increasing maximum temperature and the decreasing optimal φ value as pressure increases. These results were run with both finite difference and analytic derivatives, but the results were essentially identical both in terms of overall execution time and final objective value. For this simple, one design variable, case analytic derivatives don't provide significant speed improvements or accuracy advantage.
These results establish that the best conditions for combustion, even accounting for equilibrium chemistry effects, are higher pressures. Therefore, one would expect that adding pressure as a design variable would yield the same result without the need to perform the parameter study across pressure.
B. Equivalence Ratio & Pressure Optimization
To verify this a second series of optimizations were run with both φ and P as design variables, again seeking to maximize combustion temperature to test this behavior. For this set of runs, the numerical solver tolerance for the chemical equilbrium was varied from 1e-8 to 1e-12 to test the sensitivity of the different gradient methods to depth of convergence. Both derivative methods were able to recover the expected result of φ = 1.128 and P = 1500 (psi). However, unlike the single design variable run, the analytic method provided a clear performance advantage over the finite-difference method. The finite-difference approximation was at least twice as expensive as the adjoint analytic method, as shown in Figure 8 . One of the main challenges • R) Figure 7 : Optimization of Equivalence Ratio, φ, to find maximum combustion temperature at a range of different pressures. Note that maximum temperature is reached at a slightly rich φ due to dissociation affects, which become less pronounced at higher pressures. with using finite difference derivatives is the need to have tight tolerances set on any numerical solvers, such as the one used to converge chemical equilibrium. The data in Figure 8 quantifies this effect by comparing performance across a chemical equilibrium different solver tolerances. The analytic derivatives give a nearly constant computation time. However the finite-difference take between 5.5 seconds and 110 seconds depending on solver tolerance and finite-difference step size. The wide range in compute times are a result of inaccurate derivatives forcing the optimizer to take more iterations to find the correct answer. Significantly, the behavior for the 1e-6 step size is not monotonic with respect to solver tolerance either. The worst performance came when using a step size of 1e-6 with tolerances between 1e-11 and 1e-10, but the times dropped back down for step sizes between 1e-10 and 1e-9. This indicates a high degree of numerical instability in the finite difference derivatives. For both step-sizes, at a solver tolerance of 1e-8 the compute times started to rise. Beyond that point, numerical noise prevented the optimizer from converging using the finite difference derivatives. This result clearly highlights the value of the analytic approach. Even for just 2 design variables, the analytic derivatives provide both a significantly faster and more stable optimization.
VI. Conclusion
The growing need to incorporate propulsion cycle modeling into multidisciplinary optimizations for aircraft design, which rely on gradient based optimization methods and adjoint analytic derivatives, has motivated the development of a new propulsion cycle modeling tool, PyCycle. In order to develop PyCycle it was first necessary to build the core thermodynamics modeling capability, because that is a central module that enables building the cycle components such as a compressor, combustor, or turbine. This paper presents the development and validation of this thermodynamics module, based on an equilibrium chemistry method originally developed for the CEA code. Since of the calculations for propulsion system elements revolve around the thermodynamic calculations it was essential that both the analysis and derivative calculations of this module be heavily validated. The accuracy of the analysis was validated against the original CEA code and overall results agreed very well across a range of temperature and pressure conditions and at different equivalence ratios. The analytic derivatives were first validated against finite difference approximations and then further validated via usage in sample optimizations.
From the derivative validation data and sample optimization runs, performance comparisons were made between finite difference and analytic methods of computing multidisciplinary derivatives. The analytic derivatives were significantly faster than the finite difference methods, even for a two variable optimization maximizing combustion temperature by varying pressure and equivalence ratio. In addition, the analytic derivatives made the performance of the optimization much less sensitive to the tolerance of the numerical solver for the chemical equilibrium calculations. The improvements in speed and accuracy clearly demonstrate the value of the analytic derivatives approach and provide solid motivation for the continued development of propulsion elements, analogous to those in NPSS, for Pycycle.
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